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Abstract. The problem of parameter clustering on the basis of their correlation ma
trix is considered. The convergence in probability of parameter clustering based on the 
simulated annealing is investigated theoretically. 
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1. Introduction. Any set of similar objects may be often characterized 
by common parameters (variables). The term "object" may cover, e.g., people, 
equipment, or produce of manufacturing. Any parameter may take some values. 
A combination of values of all parameters characterizes a concrete object from 
the whole set. The values obtained by any parameter depend on the values of 
other parameters, i.e., the parameters are correlated. The correlation matrix of 
parameters may be calculated during the analysis of objects composing the set. 
There exist groups (clusters) of parameters characterizing different properties of 
the object. The problem is to find these groups. 

One of the major objectives of various data analysis methods is to discover 
relations among the parameters. The methods analysed here are oriented to the 
analysis of correlation matrices and, in particular, to the clustering of parameters 
on the basis of correlations. 

Examples of real correlation matrices: 
1. The matrix of 8 physical parameters measured on 305 schoolgirls [1], [2] 
2. The matrix of 11 parameters characterizing the development of agricul

ture in two Canadian provinces [5]. 
3. The matrix of 33 parameters of a tractor driver [13]. 
4. The matrix of 24 psychological tests on 145 pupils of the 7th and 8th 

forms in Chicago [1]. 
5. The matrix of 11 frequencies influencing human mentality [13], [26]. 

Parameter clustering found a wide application in the optimization of multi
extremal and continuous functions, too (see [3, 4, 30]). 
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The problem is to partition the parameters Xl, ... , Xn into a fixed number p 

of non intersecting and homogeneous, in a certain sense, groups AI, ... ,Ap by 
the correlation matrix R =.= {r XiXj' i, j = I, n} characterizing the connections 
among the parameters (rXiXj is the correlation coefficient of parameters Xi and 
X j). The covariance matrix may be used instead of the matrix R. However, the 
parameters with a greater variance will be more significant in the analysis. There 

is no a priori information regarding the number and size of groups. 
Here we deal with the parameter clustering [5]-[12], [31] based on the anal

ysis of correlations and maximizing the partitioning quality 

p 

h= L L r;ih' 
L=1 xiEAL 

where FL is the factor with a unit variance, corresponding to the group AL; r XiFI, 

is the correlation coefficient of the parameter Xi and the factor FL . The factors 
FL, L = !,p, are selected so that to maximize the sums 

L r;iFL' L = l,p. 
xiEAL 

2. The problem of combinatorial optimization. The problem of parame
ter clustering is a combinatorial optimization problem. Combinatorial optimiza

tion problems, although largely overlooked in the early development of opti
mization techniques, are rather common in the operational research and manage

ment science applications. In just these domains there arose different problems 
in location, transport, scheduling, network design, timetabling, partitioning, path 
planning, assignment, cutting, and elsewhere (see, e.g., [29], [32]), with com
mon characteristics of beeing NP-complete, that is, hard (or rather impossible at 

present) to solve in a reasonable time for problems in real dimensions. Recent de

velopments like, e.g., those in communication technology, management of world 
scale enterprises or artificial intelligence techniques introduce new combinatorial 
problems and often new scales, far exceeding the dimensions considered before. 

The problem of parameter clustering can be formulated as a combinatorial 
optimization problem. Let Xl, ... , xn be variables taking discrete values from 
1 top, K = {X = (Xl, ... ,xn): Xi E {I, ... ,p}, i = l,n}. Let us introduce 
a function f(XI, ... , xn) that is related with the functional I1 in such a manner: 
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It means that any point from K corresponds to the fixed parameter partition, and 
any partition of parameters corresponds to some point in K. 

The problem of parameter clustering is proposed (see [11], [12], [19]) to be 
formulated as follows: 

subject to 

maxf(X) 
x 

x = (xl, ... , xn) E K, 

3i: Xi = 1, ... ,3i: Xi =p. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

3. Simulated annealing. The deterministic algorithms [5]-[12], [31] often 
find only the local maximum of h. All the algorithms start from some initial 
partition selected by some algorithm or by a certain knowledge of the problem. 
They are based on the analysis of parameters in consecutive order and on the 

search for a group of transferring the individual parameter with a view to increase 
the h value. They use different strategies to determine when the parameter must 
be transferred from its group to another. The algorithms stop when the transfer 
of any parameter by the chosen strategy does not increase the value of h. The 
deterministic algorithms practically realise a single coordinate maximization of 
f(X): consequently, the values of individual variables from {Xl, ... , xn} run 
from 1 to p (the values of other variables are fixed) and there is searched for the 
increase of the value of objective function. 

In [11], [12], [19], the problem (1)-(3) was attempted to be solved using 

special methods for combinatorial optimization, i.e., using simulated annealing. 
In this case the variety of strategies for the parameter clustering was extended. 
The strategies of maximization of h which is less sensitive on the local solutions, 
i.e., which allows to search for the global maximum of h, is proposed in [11], 
[12], [19]. ' 

Since [15] much work has been done on simulated annealing for discrete 
variables and it has been used in a wide range of contexts. A brief description 
of different modifications to the discrete simulated annealing algorithm can be 
found in [16]. Simulated annealing was used in solving partitioning problems, 

too [17], namely, partitioning of networks. A new applications of the simulated 
annealing may be found in [18] (a global discrete optimization), [19] (param
eter clustering), [20] (assortment problems with cutting policies), [21] (power 
network design), [22] (total tardiness problem), [23] (dial-a-ride problems), [24] 
(shape detection), [25] (location of petrol stations). 
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The results below concern the convergence of the clustering algorithms pro
posed and investigated experimentally in [11], [12], [19]. 

Let us consider the simulated annealing strategy in search of the global max
imum of the combinatorial problem 

max f(X), 
XEScRn 

where X = (Xl, ... ,xn), S = {X: Xi E {Ai, ... ,Bi}, i = l,n}, Xi, Ai 
. and Bi, i = 1, n, take integer values, Ai:::;; Xi :::;; Bi. 

Ai = 1, Bi = p, i = 1, n, in the case of problem (1)-(3). 
The performance of optimization algorithms based on simulated annealing 

can be generalized as follows. Let m-I step be performed. The current point 
is Xm - 1 = (X;'_l' ... ' X~_l). The problem is to find the next current point 
Xm = (X;', ... , X~). It may be one of the neighbours of X m - 1. X m - 1 can 
remain as the current point after m steps, too. The selection of Xm is divided 
into two stages. Xm is chosen from the neighbours of Xm - 1 in the first stage. 
Then Xm and Xm-~ are compared in the second stage. Xm - 1 can become Xm 
with some probability. The algorithms in [11], [12], [19] correspond this general 
scheme. 

Let us denote: 

N(Xj) is the set of neighbours of Xj = (Xl,···, Xl), 
Sn = {Xi E S I f(Xj ) ~ f(Xi) '.:IXj E N(Xi)}. 

/I 

The search for the global maximum of f(· ) can be performed in such a 
manner: the rri-th step of the algorithm is as follows: 

X:,. = X:"_l + ei , m = 1,2, ... , i = 1, n, (4) 

where ei , i = 1, n, are integers taking values with some probabilities: 
a) ~i, i = 1, n, are random numbers taking integer values in the set 

{-I,O,I};p{ei = 0, i = l,n} = O,andtheprobabilityforanyothercom
bination of ei , i = 1, n, to appear is equal to 1/ (3 n - 1); 

b)~i E Si = {Ai-X:"_l,Ai+l-X:"_l, ... ,Bi-X~_d\{o}, i = l,n, 
with the same probability Pi = 1/(Bi - Ai), i.e., N(Xm- 1) = S\ {Xm-d, 
where N(Xm- 1) is the set of neighbours of Xm - 1. 

Taking into account a specific character of the functional, characterizing the 
partitioning quality of parameters, the authors in [11], [12], [19] suggest restrict
ing the set of neighbours of the current point. Thus, two additional special cases 
of ~i selection for (4) are used in [11], [12], [19]: 
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c) p{~k = -I} = PUk = I} = 1/2, 
~i = 0, i = 1,2, ... , k - 1, k + 1, ... , n, k = 1,2, ... , n, 

d) ek E Sk = {Ak - X~_1,Ak + 1 - X~_1"" ,Bk - X~_tl\{O} 
with the same probabilities: 

Pk = I/(Bk - Ak), ~i = 0, 
i = 1,2, ... ,k - 1, k + 1, ... ,n, k = 1,2, ... , n. 

Case c) is a restriction of case a), and case d) is that of b). The peculiarity 
of these two cases is that only the k-th coordinate of Xm and X m- 1 differs, and 
different values of k correspond to the consequent steps. The relation of m and k 
may be defined in a more sophisticated way (see [12], [19] for examples of such 
a relation). 

The probability of transition to the point Xm is defined by the formula: 

i.e., P{Xm} = 1 as !(Xm) > !(Xm-1); in the other case a random number 
TJ E [0,1] is generated: the point Xm will be initial for a new step «m + 1)-st) 
of the algorithm and in formula (4) it will replace Xm -1 if 

TJ < exp{[!(Xm ) - !(Xm-d]ITm}, 
and the point Xm - 1 remains as the initial one for a new step, otherwise. 

Tm = e/In(I + mo + m), (6) 
or 

Tm = e/In[In(1 + mo + m)], (7) 

m = 1, 2, ... is the number of a step, e is a positive constant, 1lio is some constant 
from [1,00). 

The proof of convergence of the algorithm in probability to the global max-
imum of ! (. ) is based on the results presented in [14]. 

Theorem 1. If 
1. Tm ~ T~-1, 
2. Hm Tm = 0, where Tm = e/In(I + mo + m), 

m ..... oo 
3. e ~ rL, where 

L = max max 1!(Xi ) - !(Xj)l, 
XiES XjEN(Xi) 

( 
n 2) 1/2 

r = max max. E (Xf - xj) , 
X;ES\S" XjES k=1 
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then the annealing algorithm (4)-(6) converges in probability to the global max
imumoff(X), i.e., Hrn P{IXm -ql < c} = I, where q is in the set of all the 

m ..... oo 
points that are global maxima of f(X). 

The proof of Theorem 1 follows from [14]. 
The transition probability P{Xm} with an unknown parameter c (see (5)

(7» may be modified into the form with an unknown parameter 8 E (0, 1]. If we 
use some initial probability P{XI } = 8 as m = 1 and ifTm has the form (6), 
then the constant c can be expressed: 

c = [f(Xd - f(Xo)] 1n(2 + mo)/ln8, (8) 

where Xo and Xl are such that f(X1) < f(Xo). Then (5) will have such a form 
(for m = 2,3, ... ): 

P{Xm} = 

{
I, as f(Xm) > f(Xm- 1) 

= [/(Xm)-/(Xm_l») ~ 

(1 + mo + m) tJ(xd j(xo)] In(2+ .... 0), as f(Xm) ~ f(Xm- 1) 
(9) 

If T m has the form (7), then the transition probability may be transformed as 
follows: 

P{Xm } = 

{
I, as f(Xm) > f(Xm- 1 ) 

= I/(Xm)-f(Xm_l») In6 (10) 
[In(1 + mo + m)] !f(Xl) f(Xo)] In(ln(2+ mo )J, as f(Xm) ~ f(Xm- 1 ) 

·PROPOSITION 1. If 
1. Tm = c/1n[ln(1 + mo + m)J, 
2. c ~ rL, 

then 

Proof 

f: exp { - TL~l } ~ f: exp { - r; In [In(kr + mo)]} 
k=ko k=ko 

00 :r.l. 00 r.J. 
= E [In(kr + mo)r c = E [In {r(k + mo/r)} r c 

k=ko k=ko 
00 r.J. 

= E [lnr + In(k + mo/r)r c = 00. 
k=ko 

(11) 
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The proposition is proved. 

Theorem 2. If 

1. Tm::;; Tm-l, 

2. lirn Tm = 0, 
m-+oo 

where Tm = c/ln (In(1 + mo + m)], 
3. c~rL, 

471 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

then the annealing algorithm (4), (S), (7) converges in probability to the global 
maximum of f(X), i.e., lirn P{iXm - qi < c} = 1, where q is in the set of all 

m-+oo 
the points that are global maxima of f(X). 

If conditions (11)-(14) are satisfied, then theorems, analogous to 4.1, S.l, 
and S.2 in [14], may be formulated and proved for our case, i.e., algorithm (4), 

(S), (7) converges to the global maximum. 
The following theorem, analogous to Hajek's theorem [27], [28], and propo

sitions deal with the convergence of the annealing algorithm, too. 

Theorem 3. Let 

1. lirn Tm = 0, 
m-+oo 

2. Tm::;; Tm- 1 , m = 1,2, .... 
The annealing algorithm (4), (S) converges in probability to the global maximum 
of f(X) if and only if 

(IS) 

where 
- D = rnax {d(Xi)' Xi f/. Smax, Xi is the local maximum}; 

Xi ES\Smax 

- Smax is the set of all the points that are global maxima of f(X); 
- d(Xi ) is some function which value depends on Xi, and d(Xi ) = 00 if 

Xi E Smax (for more details see [27], [28]). 

PROPOSITION 2. Let 

1. Tm = c/ln(1 + mo + m), m = 1,2, ... , 
2. c be some positive constant, 

3. 1::;; mo < 00. 

The annealing algorithm (4), (S) converges in probability to the global maximum 
of f(X) if and only if c ~ D. 
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Proof. From c ~ D we obtain 

exp { - -€.} = exp { _ D In(1+cmo+m ) } 

~ exp{ -In{l+mo+m)} =1/{I+mo+m). 

00 

By L: 1/{1 + mo + m) = 00 we obtain (15) of Theorem 3. 
m=l 
The proposition is proved. 

PROPOSITION 3. Let 
1. Tm = c/ln [In{1 + mo + m)], m = 1,2, ... , 
2. c be some positive constant, 
3. 1 ~ mo < 00. 

The annealing algorithm (4), (5) converges in probability to the global maximum 
of f{X) if and only if c ~ D. 

Proof. From c ~ D we obtain 

exp { - -€.} = exp { _ D In[ln(l~mo+m)J } 

~ exp { -In[ln{1 + mo + m)]} = 1/{1 + mo + m). 

00 

By L: 1/(1 + mo + m) = 00 we obtain (15) of Theorem 3. 
m=l 

The proposition is proved. 

4. Conclusions. In this paper, the convergence in probability of algorithms 
of parameter clustering proposed in [11], [12], [19] has been investigated. How
ever, the results of this paper do not give the answer about the rate of convergence. 
The rate depends on the value of parameter c (or 8) and the form of T m. The op
timal value of 8 is determined in [19] experimentally, only. The influence of the 
form of T m on the rate of convergence is investigated in [19] experimentally, too. 
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PARAMETRl] GRUPAVIMO, NAUDOJANT 
MODELIUOJAM1\ ATKAITINIMJ\, KONVERGAVIMAS 

Gintautas DZEMYDA, Elvyra SENKIE~ 
Straipsnyje nagrinejamas parametrq grupavimo rerniantis jq koreliacine matrica 

uzdavinys. Apzvelgtos parametrq grupavimo taikymo sritys ir galimos sio uzdavinio 
sprendimo strategijos. Teoriskai istirtas modeliuojamu atkaitinimu grindZiamll grupavimo 
strategijll konvergavimas. 


